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Death of a World/Birth of a Marine... By any reasonable definition, this was a bad day. My parents

and sister were on Mars when the planet died. I watched it happen and could do nothing. That type

of thing changes a man.
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great book. this book takes place in the catherine kimbridge universe. she has a small cameo. AG

decides to give his all to the marines. because of his tragedy, he doesn't have much else. he does

well in boot camp. i'm looking forward to the rest of his career and am thinking about reading more

of the Kimbridge books because of this.

I really enjoyed this story and look forword to more of the Infinity Brigade books. I have read all of

the Catherine Kimbridge books to date, and while I enjoy them, I enjoyed this book even more. The

characters, several taken from the Kimbridge stories, are very interesting and enjoyable.

The story is good. Not original in that it follows the standard motif of a poor and/or orphaned young

male who opts for military service for lack of other choices. In following the poor disenfranchised



orphan theme, I like Nathan Lowell' s *Trader's Tales*.

Wow. I loved this character. Stone , manages to be faster, better and smarter than almost everyone

around him. Where this would make most people arrogant jerks. It doesn't him , he retains his

humanity , shows a helping hand to those around him and generally seems to be someone you

would love to know personally. This book I hope is one of a long line of books , the author reminds

me of (Robert Heinlein ) with his fast paced narrative and great grasp of military behavior but he

seems to have a better sense of humor and be a little more flexible in his rhetoric.But he had many

greats in sci-first to model himself after ,Heinlein was an original ,never to be replaced but he

emulates him well.This book was a rollicking rollercoaster adventure from the start and it's also a lot

of fun. A lot of military science fiction is over maudlin and can be depressing. But this book manages

to treat a heavy subject matter with humor and joy. Yet still doesn't come off as comedy , that's hard

to do right and the author did so really well. I know I'll be following every adventure to come . A

great read worthy of five stars!!

I have been a fan of Mr. Beery for some time, and this new series does not disappoint. The hero is,

perhaps, just a bit too successful and seems to overcome all challenges with a minimum of stress

and effort, but still is an interesting person and develops quite nicely along the way. I will definitely

continue to follow the series and recommend him to any new readers who have not sampled Mr.

Beery's work. Trust me, you will be entertained. Not completely sure if I would let my teenage

children read this, as they might just decide to go out and join the Marines! Buy it and read it. but

prepare to be hooked.

1. I did enjoy reading this book. It was quick paced, kept my attention and had some great

characters.2. I honestly can't give 5 stars for this. Not because it wasn't a good book. But for me, 5

stars is for something like Safe hold series by Mr Weber or such. But still a good fun military sci-fi

book.Although it does border on older teen, young adult types. If good fun reading is for you, enjoy

The story isn't bad, the writing style is OK.It KILLS me with all the spelling mistakes. They are

mistakes of using the wrong word, "snipping" for "sniping", "there" for "their". Autocorrect or

spellcheck won't catch this.I would recommend an editor. The mistakes pulled me out of the

story.25â„…, probably wont (won't, get the error there?) finish because of it.



Loved this book! First time I have read a novel by this author and am grateful he has a plethora

more for me to enjoy. Excellent storyline, pacing and appreciate the humor and ties to our current

pop culture - deftly done.
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